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Even with legacy metadata catalogs containing 1000 attribute tables, ER ModernLook can be 
made to service these tables, that leads to mapping solutions to better structures. In some 
cases, D2W's Display Batch Group can make the requests efficient.   In other cases, the 
faulting of the display batch group and plain blank queries cause a cache miss for accessing 
the data.    This study is how to determine which tables are what, and things one can do to 
recover data in these conditions.



• Background 

• Cloud Computing 

• History of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) Data Release 1 (DR1) 
Mirror at Texas Tech University 

• Motivation

• My Approach

• Server Architectures

• Transition to through D2W and RESTful Architecture

• Highlight of the contributions

Topics



Best Definition of 
Cloud Computing

“Clouds are large pools of easily usable and accessible virtualized 
resources (such as hardware, development platforms, and/ or 
services). These resources can be dynamically reconfigured to 
adjust to a variable load (scale), allowing also for an optimum 
resource utilization. This pool of resources is typically exploited by 
a pay-per-use model that are offered by the Infrastructure Provider 
by means of customized Service Level Agreements.”

Luis M. Vaquero, Luis Rodero-Merino, Juan Caceres, and Maik Lindner. A break in the clouds: towards a cloud definition. SIGCOMM Comput. Commun. Rev., 39(1):50–55, 2009.



Forms of Cloud Computing?
• Software as a Service (SaaS): 

• “Cloud computing refers to both, the applications delivered as services over the Internet, and 
the hardware and systems software in the data-centers that provide those services.” (The 
Berkeley View of Cloud Computing [5])

• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

• Epitomized by the Traveling Executive with a Swiss Army Knife and Credit Card [37]

• Platform as a Service (PaaS): 

• Cloudlets are typically virtual machines sometimes presented as the OS itself. [69]

[5] Michael Armbrust, et. al. Above the clouds: A berkeley view of cloud computing. Technical report, UC Berkeley Reliable Adaptive Distributed Systems Laboratory, February 2009.
[37] Brian Hayes. Cloud computing. Communications. ACM, 51(7):9–11, 2008.
[69] Mahadev Satyanarayanan, Paramvir Bahl, Ramon Caceres, and Nigel Davies. The case for vm-based cloudlets in mobile computing. IEEE Pervasive Computing, 8:14–23, 2009.



Background of the Sloan Digital 
Sky Survey 

The primary objective of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) 
catalog is to provide data to “support detailed investigations of the 
distributions of luminous and non-luminous matter in the 
Universe.” (D.G. York “The Sloan Digital Sky Survey” Technical 
Summary, 2000).



Background System Diagram (Old)

Ref: “Replication of the Data Release I of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey” by Sharath Hegde
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The tragedy of many catalogs

• There are what could be called legacy catalogs where the 
original interface has been lost or destroyed for one reason or 
another. 

• In some other cases, the means to retrieve the data may still 
exist, but those means represent a problem legally or logistically. 

• Regardless of how well that catalog was assembled, the data is 
considered valuable enough to be retrieved and compared with 
data today.



Original Motivation of Revised 
Image Query Service

• The original design contained flaws that interfered with usage of the system. Consequently, 
neither owner or clients were truly satisfied.

• Furthermore, Sharath’s thesis offered  three recommendations for improvement

• Restructure of the data

• Implementation using other choices of database (such as Frontbase, Oracle, etc)

• Implementation using WebObjects



The Overall Challenge

• Build a new catalog that can fulfill the overall SDSS objective:

• Develop a structure that 

• is well organized.

• Fits the astronomical community needs

• Ensure catalog can address remote user’s needs

• Contributors at the telescope

• Analyst at the labs



Solution Approach

• Content Management (WOWODC 2010, WWDC 2007)

• Mashup (client based Web Browser) Augmentation (WWDC 
2008, WOWODC 2010)

• Content - Rule Based Factories (Today!)

• RESTful Web Services (In progress)



Data Release 1 Tables
• Target Selection Segment

• Target Selection Fields

• Resource Description Framework

• Z Emission and Cross Correlation

• Line and Measurement Ratios

• Spectral Inventory

• Spectral Object Family of Tables (4 of them)

• Plate Object Table

• Quasar Sample Object



Data Release 1 Tables
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Data Model of Revised Image Query Service (RIQS)

src: “Image Query Service Using Content Management Techniques” by Daniel Beatty and Noe Lopez Benitez (Texas Tech 
Univ.) 6th International Conference Information Technology Next Generation 2009



Another Example Practically from 
Outer Space

• Enhancements to the internet Flexible Image Transport System 
(iFITS)

• Spectral Observations can be done

• Virtual Observation Tables can be made ORM friendly

• D2W provides the means to refine this model and make it less 
volatile 



iFITS Photos and Spectrographs

bin()
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What about Virtual Observation Tables?

Equi-satisfiable model to the VO Table Standard.  

type: String
observation: 
Observation Table

Table Object
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(1) New Data Model
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Rule-based Management of Large 
Unorganized Data Sets 

• Rule-based systems have been studied for nearly two decades in applications such as 

• geographical information systems (GIS) and 

• metadata catalog systems. 

• Recovering large data sets that are not well organized is a challenge that imposes constraints 
on applications. 

• These constraints include 

• utilizing huge amounts in memory, 

• consuming excessive amounts of time, and 

• risk exceeding these resources causing instability. 



Direct To Web Is A Rule-Based SystemWhat is Direct To Web?
*This slide was taken from David’s WOWODC 2009 session



Request and Response

• The caching system of the Object Relational Machine (ORM) of Enterprise Objects can be overwhelmed by 
the size of Sloan Digital Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) Data Release 1 (DR1) metadata catalog. 

• A consequence of this limitation is that the responses from must be throttled down, 

• One solution can be found by limiting the fetch size for each table in the metadata catalog. 

• Another solution is to supply a sufficient amount of memory. 

• Direct to Web (D2W) has the capability of doing so in granular way and thereby providing DR1 in its 
entirety.



Object Relational Map Engine
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Concept presented by Mark Ritchie (WOWODC 2009)
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database relationships map into lookup methods called relationships. The collection and interaction between these

objects form the basis of the Model-Entity-Relational-Attribute design pattern, which provides a layer of separation

in an ORM design. This pattern is further augmented by another feature known as Key Value Coding (KVC)

compliance described in [7].

The ORM engine itself typically consists of the following layers: an editing context, an object store coordinator,

an object store, and an adaptor layer.

These layers work together to fulfill an internally consistent view constraint, as reported in [22]. The internal

consistent view constraint is defined as a state where the following:

• each enterprise object, eo, only has references to other eo within the same editing context,

• any subset of managed objects ēo has a consistent graph mapping regardless of a start point,

• If an eo is not presently in an editing context, E, then it is brought into E when referenced,

• and changes to eo are reflected throughout the engine’s layers.

Thus we can define an ORM engine structure in this manner. Let the editing context, E, be defined as a set

E = {ci, m̄o} (1)

where ci is a many-to-one reference to the object store coordinator (C) that references the instance of E, and m̄o is

a collection of managed objects. Let C be defined as follows:

C = {s̄1, ē} (2)

where s̄1 is the collection of references to abstract database object contexts, ē is a collection of references to editing

contexts as defined in equation 1. The run-time of object oriented languages such as Objective-C and Java provide

a facade that makes the reference look like it is an instance of the object. In reality each object is individually

contained and simply referenced by related objects. Also, note that the abstract database acts as a generic database

to provide a facade of any supported databases. This provides the capability of supporting multiple RDBMS vendors

while making the ORM model generic.

Let an abstract database object store, S, be defined as follows:

S = {c, s1, s2, s3, a1, a2, a3} (3)

where s1, s2 and s3 are references to a database context object, database store object, and database channel object,
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Managing Fault States

• Managing fault states is a classic problem.

• However, there is not a known solution that applies to all 
possible distinct instances of this problem. 



What is a rule?What is Direct To Web?

assignments. A type is the particular kind of assignment in the right hand side is. In the context of the rule-based

system used in D2W, a rule is constructed as follows:

Listing 1: ’Syntax of a Rule’

p r i o r i t y : le f tHand => rightHandSide [ type ]

The Project Wonder version of D2W supports assignments of plist types as described in [4]. It is typical for a

D2W application to have hundreds of rules. These rules are stored in files for both applications and frameworks used

within the applications. A vast majority of the rules come as pre-packaged frameworks as provided by either Apple

or Project Wonder.

The rule engine is a mechanism for processing these rules and server (application) side state as shown in its

primary class description
5
. The rule engine maintains a state for dynamic pages, caching, rule files, collections of

rules, regular and debug mode, rule order, and client configuration. It is the application-session state that is used

by the factory to determine how to construct the appropriate response. The collection of rules is often called a rule

model. The rule model is loaded into the rule engine during the start up of the D2W application. Thus the rule set

can be changed by depositing a new rule set and restarting the application.

2.5 Context Management

Another dependency for the D2W factory is the application - session context. The application - session context is

a collection of state(s) to include properties from the web application, its sessions, any component contained there

within, and the rule model. This collection provides attributes, entities, property keys, page name, relations, and task

values. Key-value coding (KVC) compliance allows the factory to utilize the application - session context to generate

pages and determine the details and appearance of each response.

2.6 Attribute Level Components

D2W is dependent on the web application framework that it is built on. In that framework, there is a notion of a

web component described in [3]. A web component is a MVC 3-tuple consisting of web page description, a controller,

and data model. The data model for a D2W application is shared throughout the application. Each generated

page is a web component. What is unique about D2W’s request-response factories is the necessity for attribute level

components.

An attribute level component is a web component that is referable by the rule model and has accessors for outlets

object and key. Typically, any component will have properties for each dynamic sub-component declared in the web

5http://webobjects.mdimension.com/hudson

/job/Wonder54/javadoc/index.html?er/directtoweb/components

/relationships/package-summary.html

7

*This slide was taken from David’s WOWODC 2009 session
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The rule engine maintains a state for 
dynamic pages, caching, rule files, 

collections of rules, regular and debug 
mode, rule order, and client configuration. 

*Adding to this work
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Another dependency for the D2W factory is the application - session context. The application - session context is

a collection of state(s) to include properties from the web application, its sessions, any component contained there

within, and the rule model. This collection provides attributes, entities, property keys, page name, relations, and task

values. Key-value coding (KVC) compliance allows the factory to utilize the application - session context to generate

pages and determine the details and appearance of each response.

2.6 Attribute Level Components

D2W is dependent on the web application framework that it is built on. In that framework, there is a notion of a

web component described in [3]. A web component is a MVC 3-tuple consisting of web page description, a controller,

and data model. The data model for a D2W application is shared throughout the application. Each generated

page is a web component. What is unique about D2W’s request-response factories is the necessity for attribute level
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applicable rule of priority 2 or greater will override this rule. This rule’s left hand side is set to true. The value true

is a constant and always evaluates to true. Therefore, this rule’s right hand side will fire. On the right hand side, a

system attribute useBatchDisplayGroup is to false. If the system attribute useBatchDisplayGroup is false, then the

default cache system is the only cache system left to use. The second rule also has a priority of 1, and has the left

hand side set to the constant true. In this case, the right hand side is setting the system attribute of fetchLimit to

20. In this case, the query system attribute for fetchLimit is set to 20. The effect of this setting is shown in the

experiments.

Listing 2: Brute Force Memory Loading Rules Group

1 : ∗ t rue ∗ => useBatchingDisplayGroup = f a l s e

[ BooleanAssignment ] ,

1 : ∗ t rue ∗ => fe tchL imi t = 20

[ Assignment ] ,

The first of two rules in Listing 3 have a priority of 150, and a left hand side set to the constant true. In this case,

the right hand side is setting the system attribute of useBatchingDisplayGroup. This is supposed to tell the ORM

to use batch display group as the caching system. The second rule has a priority of 160 and is set to the constant

true. In this cases, the system attributes of batchSize is set to 5. This attributes are supposed to set the number of

records displayed by the cache system to five.

Listing 3: Batching Display Group

150 : ∗ t rue ∗ =>

useBatchingDisplayGroup = true

[ BooleanAssignment ] ,

160 : ∗ t rue ∗ => batchS ize = 5

[ Assignment ]

The rules shown in listings 2 and 3 can be applied more granularly by applying conditions to the left hand side.

This allows for some tables to be handled by one cache system, and other tables to handled by another, from within

the same application.

The rule system can also affect the query system by determining which attributes to search for. For example,

Listing 4 has a priority of 160. The left hand side evaluates whether the entity being examined is named BestTSField.

If the entity being examined is named BestTSField, then rule engine evaluates if the current task is a list or query.

If the current page to be displayed is a list page or query, then this evaluation is also true. Under those conditions,

the right hand side of the rule fires. The right hand side sets the display Property Keys for the query or list page to

run, rerun, camera column, and field.
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assignments. A type is the particular kind of assignment in the right hand side is. In the context of the rule-based

system used in D2W, a rule is constructed as follows:

Listing 1: ’Syntax of a Rule’

p r i o r i t y : le f tHand => rightHandSide [ type ]

The Project Wonder version of D2W supports assignments of plist types as described in [4]. It is typical for a

D2W application to have hundreds of rules. These rules are stored in files for both applications and frameworks used

within the applications. A vast majority of the rules come as pre-packaged frameworks as provided by either Apple

or Project Wonder.

The rule engine is a mechanism for processing these rules and server (application) side state as shown in its

primary class description
5
. The rule engine maintains a state for dynamic pages, caching, rule files, collections of

rules, regular and debug mode, rule order, and client configuration. It is the application-session state that is used

by the factory to determine how to construct the appropriate response. The collection of rules is often called a rule

model. The rule model is loaded into the rule engine during the start up of the D2W application. Thus the rule set

can be changed by depositing a new rule set and restarting the application.

2.5 Context Management

Another dependency for the D2W factory is the application - session context. The application - session context is

a collection of state(s) to include properties from the web application, its sessions, any component contained there

within, and the rule model. This collection provides attributes, entities, property keys, page name, relations, and task

values. Key-value coding (KVC) compliance allows the factory to utilize the application - session context to generate

pages and determine the details and appearance of each response.

2.6 Attribute Level Components

D2W is dependent on the web application framework that it is built on. In that framework, there is a notion of a

web component described in [3]. A web component is a MVC 3-tuple consisting of web page description, a controller,

and data model. The data model for a D2W application is shared throughout the application. Each generated

page is a web component. What is unique about D2W’s request-response factories is the necessity for attribute level

components.

An attribute level component is a web component that is referable by the rule model and has accessors for outlets

object and key. Typically, any component will have properties for each dynamic sub-component declared in the web

5http://webobjects.mdimension.com/hudson

/job/Wonder54/javadoc/index.html?er/directtoweb/components

/relationships/package-summary.html
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assignments. A type is the particular kind of assignment in the right hand side is. In the context of the rule-based
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D2W application to have hundreds of rules. These rules are stored in files for both applications and frameworks used

within the applications. A vast majority of the rules come as pre-packaged frameworks as provided by either Apple

or Project Wonder.

The rule engine is a mechanism for processing these rules and server (application) side state as shown in its

primary class description
5
. The rule engine maintains a state for dynamic pages, caching, rule files, collections of

rules, regular and debug mode, rule order, and client configuration. It is the application-session state that is used

by the factory to determine how to construct the appropriate response. The collection of rules is often called a rule

model. The rule model is loaded into the rule engine during the start up of the D2W application. Thus the rule set

can be changed by depositing a new rule set and restarting the application.

2.5 Context Management

Another dependency for the D2W factory is the application - session context. The application - session context is

a collection of state(s) to include properties from the web application, its sessions, any component contained there

within, and the rule model. This collection provides attributes, entities, property keys, page name, relations, and task

values. Key-value coding (KVC) compliance allows the factory to utilize the application - session context to generate

pages and determine the details and appearance of each response.

2.6 Attribute Level Components

D2W is dependent on the web application framework that it is built on. In that framework, there is a notion of a

web component described in [3]. A web component is a MVC 3-tuple consisting of web page description, a controller,

and data model. The data model for a D2W application is shared throughout the application. Each generated

page is a web component. What is unique about D2W’s request-response factories is the necessity for attribute level

components.

An attribute level component is a web component that is referable by the rule model and has accessors for outlets

object and key. Typically, any component will have properties for each dynamic sub-component declared in the web

5http://webobjects.mdimension.com/hudson

/job/Wonder54/javadoc/index.html?er/directtoweb/components

/relationships/package-summary.html
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Listing 4: Batching Display Group

160 : en t i t y . name=’BestTSField ’ &&

( task=’ l i s t ’ or task=’query ’ ) =>

displayPropertyKeys = (

run ,

rerun ,

camcol ,

f i e l d

) ;

The rule listed in listing 4 is useful in limiting attributes in the query. For example, the Spectral Object Family

has nearly 700 attributes. Rules such as those shown in listing 4 are applied to each table described in 3.

5 Experiments

Tests were run to compare delivery of the data from the Image Query System (IQS) metadata catalog regulated by

the rule based system. The variable being tested is the choice of caching systems. The rule system can make this

choice on a table by table and task by task level. Having the performance metrics of each caching system can help

devise a rule set that optimizes access to this data, even if it is unorganized. These metrics also show the resources

in terms of services and memory necessary to deliver these tables reliably.

Two testbed networks are used to collect metrics. In both testbeds, the client is a MacBook Pro running Apple’s

OSX version 10.6.6 with the Safari web browser, version 5. A small network of two nodes is used to acquire the

results reported.

In the public testbed, a server node (Mac Pro), and a client node (MacBook Pro). The server is connected through

the Texas Tech network (TTUnet). Where as the client node is connected through cable modem from Ridgecrest,

California.

A second testbed is provided by the U.S. Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division (NAWCWD) at China

Lake, CA. This testbed includes a Mac Pro of the same vintage as the TTU testbed, and a MacBook Pro for use on

NAWCWD Research and Development Test and Evaluation (RDT&E) network. The Mac Pro system has 8GB of

memory to allocate for the server side of the experiment.

A query with no arguments defined is called a blank query. The application presents the result of a blank query

as a list of each row from the specified database table. Each test involved submitting a blank query underneath

controlled conditions. This condition represents the worst-case condition for a database application caching system.

A new version of Revised Image Query Service (RIQS) described in [3] is re-written to incorporate the rule based
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Testing Concepts

•  a server node (Mac Pro) with 6 to 8 GB of RAM

• a client node (MacBook Pro)
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Results

• Categories of results:

• nearly no-cache hit index error

• miss-and-hit

• nearly-always-hit

• The tables in each category then get assigned rules appropriately 
set the faulting system to optimize performance.



Nearly No-Cache Hit Index Error
group caching system severely limits any efficiency that can be imposed. A similar pattern is shown for the Line

Ratios in Figure 4. The default caching system’s tendency to load the entire table is what leads to the other name

for the default caching system, brute force memory-load caching system or simply brute force.

Figure 3: Brute Force Memory Load Delivery Times.

Figure 4: Load Times for the Table Line Ratios

The second category (miss-and-hit) of fault failure occurs for Spectral Best Target Segment Object, Spectral

Object, Spectral Target Target Segment Object, and spectral inventory. These tables will fail when queried for the

first time, but are often succeed on the second try. These are examples of cache misses due to index out of bound

errors. Unlike the first case, these almost always recover so that a browser refresh will obtain the data. This trend

is shown in Figure 5.

In the category of miss-and-hit, the brute force memory fetching can overcome the cache miss deficiency, but at

a cost of keeping the data resident in memory. The column for memory loading 1 shows that the default caching

system has a trend to cause the first query to fail as it consumes between a minute to about four minutes to load

into memory. This load also presumes that adequate memory exists. After this load, queries take less than one half

of a second, as shown for memory load 2 and memory load 3.
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In these cases, less than 1 out 28 attempts actually allow for the system to obtain a cache hit and 
present the data.



Miss-And-Hit

group caching system severely limits any efficiency that can be imposed. A similar pattern is shown for the Line

Ratios in Figure 4. The default caching system’s tendency to load the entire table is what leads to the other name

for the default caching system, brute force memory-load caching system or simply brute force.

Figure 3: Brute Force Memory Load Delivery Times.

Figure 4: Load Times for the Table Line Ratios

The second category (miss-and-hit) of fault failure occurs for Spectral Best Target Segment Object, Spectral

Object, Spectral Target Target Segment Object, and spectral inventory. These tables will fail when queried for the

first time, but are often succeed on the second try. These are examples of cache misses due to index out of bound

errors. Unlike the first case, these almost always recover so that a browser refresh will obtain the data. This trend

is shown in Figure 5.

In the category of miss-and-hit, the brute force memory fetching can overcome the cache miss deficiency, but at

a cost of keeping the data resident in memory. The column for memory loading 1 shows that the default caching

system has a trend to cause the first query to fail as it consumes between a minute to about four minutes to load

into memory. This load also presumes that adequate memory exists. After this load, queries take less than one half

of a second, as shown for memory load 2 and memory load 3.
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These tables will fail when queried for the first time, but are often successful 
on the second try.



Miss-And-Hit

These tables will fail when queried for the first time, but are often succeed 
on the second try.

Figure 5: Times for a Spectral Object Family Table for both Batch Fault and Brute Force Memory

Loading memory by brute force is cumulative. Therefore, if more than one table is given a blank query, then

both tables will occupy memory to cache it for present and future requests. The maximum table memory footprint

observed has been 6GB in the case of Spectral Target Object Distinct, but this outlier is not shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 shows the next largest have a memory footprint of 1 to 5 GB on average. This large footprint occurs mostly

for the Spectral Object family and Z-Correlation. Since this effect is cumulative, a few of those tables combined have

been observed to cause an out of memory failure. An out of memory failure causes the process to crash, the system

will kill the process, and if recovery is set then restart the process. The restart in effect clears the cache. Therefore, a

sufficient amount of memory must be allocated in the case of providing these larger tables where the choice of batch

display group will not work.

Figure 6 and Figure 5 shows that a trade-off does exists. Figure 6 shows that there is a cost in the form of high

memory consumption for choosing the default caching system. In the case of batch display group, cache misses that

occur and tend to be less pronounced since they can be recovered from. The batch display group cache misses are

more frequent. The memory footprint was observed to be less than 200MB for queries using the batch display group.

Some tables exhibited nearly no cache hit index errors and the time required for a query result to load could be

as much as two minutes. In most cases, the response is within a second. In the case of the miss-and-hit, both hits

and misses typically occurs with in a second or less.

A case exists for the choice of the batch display group in the case of nearly-always-hit. While it may not make

much of a difference in time to deliver content, it does make a difference in conserving server memory. Trials for the

nearly-always-hit using the batch display group have some outliers of 1.8 and 8.4 seconds. These outliers occurred

in less than one out of nine cases. Otherwise, trials for batch display group for the nearly-always-hit have query and

retrieval speed on the order of 1/10th to 1/100th of a second.

The one characteristic not tested in this work is the use of the load balancer provided by the WebObjects Task

Manager . It is unknown to this work if the brute force memory loading footprint would be distributed amongst the
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Memory Consumption

Figure 6: Memory Footprint in MegaBytes (MB) for Data Release 1 tables.

nodes involved in such a load balancing scheme.

7 Conclusion

This work describes the rule-based implementation of a metadata catalog of the complete Sloan Digital Sky Survey

Data Release 1 (SDSS DR1) dataset. This implementation facilitates the presenting such a large dataset with limited

indexing without any alteration to the dataset. One constraint is to have a server with sufficient memory to load the

dataset. The other constraint is the choice of caching system. The trade offs for each approach are the cumulative

memory consumption of the default caching scheme versus the fault tolerance requirement imposed by using the

indexing of the database to conserve memory and enhance speed. The rule based system makes it possible to choose

between these caching systems at a granular level. Therefore, a hybrid application that uses both caching systems

to achieve a balance between the trade-offs is possible.

Also, each table can be augmented with derived information to provide the very source files the metadata refer-

ences. This capability combined with a rule-based system allows each table to be accessed efficiently and effectively.

If such a web application is applied to access such a dataset, then the lack of memory can cause such a web appli-

cation to fail. If sufficient memory is provided, rules are devised to manage query generation, and improve cache

performance; then large unorganized datasets such as SDSS DR1 can be recovered.
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Thus the contributions

• Previous catalogs can be rescued

• With characteristics revealed by D2W it may be possible 

• to map on the fly DR1’s data to a better structure

• migrate this data to a better structure that is also provided by D2W and 
ERRest

• In either case, WebObjects allow us to exploit and exposing powerful 
architectures for their use with high volume catalogs
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Even with legacy metadata catalogs containing 1000 attribute tables, ER ModernLook can be 
made to service these tables, that leads to mapping solutions to better structures. In some 
cases, D2W's Display Batch Group can make the requests efficient.   In other cases, the 
faulting of the display batch group and plain blank queries cause a cache miss for accessing 
the data.    This study is how to determine which tables are what, and things one can do to 
recover data in these conditions.


